1984 honda 200 three wheeler

This vehicle is being sold as is, where is with no warranty, expressed written or implied. The
seller shall not be responsible for the correct description, authenticity, genuineness, or defects
herein, and makes no warranty in connection therewith. No allowance or set aside will be made
on account of any incorrectness, imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions or
representations are for identification purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty
of any type. It is the responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle, and to
have satisfied himself or herself as to the condition and value and to bid based upon that
judgement solely. The seller shall and will make every reasonable effort to disclose any known
defects associated with this vehicle at the buyer's request prior to the close of sale. We reserve
the right to end an auction early. All cars are immediately ready for delivery upon sale. Please
call or email to make arrangements for payment. Paypal is only for the deposit! Please contact
seller first for vehicle availability. Although every effort is made to present accurate and reliable
information, use of this information is voluntary, and should only be deemed reliable after an
independent review of its accuracy, completeness, and timeliness. It is the sole responsibility of
the customer to verify the existence of options, accessories and the vehicle condition before
time of sale. Any and all differences must be addressed prior to time of sale. No expressed or
implied warranties, including the availability or condition of the equipment listed is made. All
inspections must be done before making and offer or bidding! If you have any questions call us
at or email srdchevelle gmail. That contract to purchase the car shall be construed under the
laws of the state of California, that the state courts in California shall have exclusive jurisdiction
over any legal action brought to enforce the terms of the purchase contract, and that venue
shall be exclusively in the Superior Court, State of California, in and for the County of Riverside;
3. YOUR failure to pay the full purchase price will result in legal action being taken against YOU
for the full purchase price of the car, the costs of advertising the car on eBay-or any other
internet site-the costs associated with the auction, the costs of relisting the car and any other
costs associated with YOUR failure to pay the full purchase price, including but not limited to
reasonable attorney's fees and court costs. Search Keywords impala bel air belair Bucket Seats
back seat backseats backseat front bench seat benchseat vent trim cover speaker logo
powerglide power glide 65 water pump 2 barrel carb. Please reach out for details. Visit eBay
Store. Full size photos Video. Stock :. Has been in Nevada and California its whole life! Starts
Right Up. No Leaks or smoke! Clean title in hand, vin number matches frame! International
buyers welcome! We can assist with shipping! Stock Call or email today! Vehicle Description.
Vehicle Warranty. About DAS. Terms and Conditions. Finance, Warranty, Shipping question?
Call the dealer at General Terms. YOUR failure to pay the full purchase price will result in legal
action being taken against YOU for the full purchase price of the car, the costs of advertising
the car on eBay-or any other internet site-the costs associated with the auction, the costs of
relisting the car and any other costs associated with YOUR failure to pay the full purchase price,
including but not limited to reasonable attorney's fees and court costs Search Keywords impala
bel air belair Bucket Seats back seat backseats backseat front bench seat benchseat vent trim
cover speaker logo powerglide power glide 65 water pump 2 barrel carb. Fees and Taxes. This a
great 3 wheeler that has new tires,carburetor,frount brake pads,rebuilt rear master cylinder and
runs great. If you don't know about the x it has front and back disk brakes,clutch five speed with
a shock and spring in the back and air adjustable shockes in the front. You can call me on if you
have any questions. Make Piaggio. Fully Automatic.. Make Honda. Model Trx. I have receipts for
rebuild. Wife riden. Never raced. Never wrecked. Air Filter cleaned after every weekend ride. Oil
changed after every weekend ride. Vavles checked and adjusted as needed. ITP Hole Shot tires
in good condition. Front brake line is custom made steel braided with extra 5 inches to
accomodate raiser in bar height. Title in hand. With lots of financing options available for all
types of credit we will do our best to get you riding. Copy the link for access to financing.
Financing and warranties available on most models for ease of purchase and peace of mind.
Please be aware that additional fees will apply to any added part or accessory. Make
Harley-Davidson. Welcome to J and J Motors Inc. We also specialize in late model clean used
bikes! This price will be good till end of listing only. You only pay once Ohio just handles the
collection of the appropriate tax and passes it on to your state Arizona If not paid in full within 7
days all deposits will be forfeited. Model ATC X. There are still a lot of major ATC enthusiasts in
this world. Some guys always enjoyed and preferred 3-wheelers over 4-wheelers. They are
getting hard to find in good mechanical condition. The X is a Great 3 wheeler, will do almost
anything you ask of it, and do it with a grin. This one has had a frame up restoration done on it.
Rebuilt engine, New tires, New drive chain, new wheel bearings, new brakes, almost new every
thing!!! While it was down, the frame was repainted Honda red. These 30 year old ATCs have
quite the following. It was the first 4 stroke sport 3 wheeler introduced by Honda. To this day,
the X remains one of the most popular models both by numbers as well as memories. The 1st

generation ATCX was made between and Check out the pictures, and give us a call, or stop in!!
This one is ready to ride!! If you are in to 3 wheelers, you gotta look at Brennys!!!! A lot of other
power sport dealers will not work on, or sell ATCs, here at Brennys, we grew up on them. We
also have exchange motors, and recoils. Call us for all your ATC needs!!! Check out this ,and
lots of other bikes, and ATVs at brennys dot com!! We take trades!!! Ride in Style!! We just
shipped out our custom made dual scooter this week, another happy ebay buyer, and we're
ready to list the next to go tonight!!!! Check this out!!!! The base, the beginning, is a Honda Gy6
Clone with cc of super power this baby goes up to mph depending on your weight! You have fat
tires, a custom Harley Davidson seat, less than original miles. The Honda Gy6 engine is a 1. The
pictures speak for themselves here, you're never too old to ride in style!! Please don't hesitate
to ask questions here! We aim to please!!!! Make Can-Am. We are one of the largest dealers on
the East Coast. We are committed to providing our customers with the highest quality
merchandise and service available anywhere! Prep and set up fees are not the same on all units.
Call If you have any questions or need more information on an item. Saturday: A. Emails: are
slow to respond to due to the volume we receive. Please be aware that once you have bid, you
have entered into a legal, binding contract to purchase the vehicle listed in this auction. Please
make sure any and ALL questions or concerns have been taken answered and handled prior to
the end of the auction. New vehicles are not shipped out of the country. Buyer of a new vehicle
must be present in our showroom to complete the sale. Bidders with a less than 10 feedback
rating must call first before bidding. All dealers and individuals are welcome to bid on our
vehicles. All of our vehicles listed on eBay have a clean title. We are available to answer any
questions, supply additional pictures and assist with shipping All bidders are welcome to a
buyer's inspection. Seller accepts cashiers-check, certified funds and cash in person.
Pennsylvania buyers will pay sales tax and registration. Out -of - State buyers will be
responsible to pay applicable taxes in own states. We do not ship vehicles but we can help
finding you a qualified shipper. Buyers are responsible for shipping costs We reserve the right
to cancel this auction at any time at our discretion. Buyers of NEW year models must come in
person to finalize the transaction. Temporary Transit Tags are available , which will provide
valid registration in all states for 30 days, With proper insurance All can be explained with a
simple phone call. Make Polaris. Model Phoenix Prices do not include freight and assembly.
Please call for more details. Make Yamaha. Model FJ Day Heights, OH. Burnet, TX. Memphis, TN.
Olmos Park, TX. Mill Valley, CA. Dix Hills, NY. Brooksville, FL. Alert Successfully Created. Save
search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda 3 Wheeler. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted
Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model Trx. Year Make Harley-Davidson Model -. Category Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Can-Am Model -. Year Make Polaris Model Phoenix
Prev 1 2 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails.
Submit Cancel. I wrote up this article to give an idea how I troubleshot and resolved this issue. I
tried to provide a complete start to finish on this subject so it can be used as a resource to help
troubleshoot and resolve a no spark condition on a ES BIG RED. I typically have a particular
troubleshooting process I follow testing and evaluating components step by step. Very basic
CDI Ignition theory: In my experience knowing how the system is designed to work is a great
help when troubleshooting. It lets you follow the process to know at what point the system is
breaking down. The problem here is no spark but getting spark at the spark plug takes a series
of events and there is some safety built in kill switch which can interrupt the system. Ok the
theory. Again I am going to keep this basic. This means that a battery is not required to
generate a spark. As the flywheel spins the alternator mounted under the flywheel and does not
spin creates current. The current is sent by a wire to the CDI box Black box mounted on frame
under gas tank. The CDI box stores the current until the spark is needed. It has a magnet on a
rotor. So when the magnet on the rotor passes the stationary portion of the pulse generator it
triggers the CDI box to discharges its stored current into the ignition coil. The ignition coil
mounted on frame under gas tank and has the lead to the spark plug connected to it amplifies
the current and puts it through the spark plug wire and into the spark plug creating a spark. The
person I bought this from told me that the motor lost spark and has been sitting for a while.
Troubleshooting : Before I start I get a few things ready. I pulled out the service manual, a digital
multimeter, and a known good working spark plug. The service manual is important for the
troubleshooting guide, wiring diagram, and the specs for testing some of the components. Next
I make sure I have access to the components. In this case I removed the gas tank, recoil, timing
inspection plug, pulse generator cover, and exposed the wiring in the headlight housing. Here is
the process I followed on this one after I verified that I had no spark at the spark plug:. I will do a
quick overview to check the condition of the wiring and connections. I will also look for loose
wires that are not connected. I will fix any wiring problems before I move on. Connected the
multimeter and checked to see if I had continuity in the on position. Then checked for an open

circuit in the off position. This checked out ok so I reconnected the wires and on to the next
check. Engine stop switch : This is the one located on the left side of the handlebar. Switch
checked out ok so I reconnected the wires and moved on. Alternator : This is located on the
lower left side of the motor behind the recoil start. The resistance should be to ohms according
to the service manual. The resistance values were good so I moved on to the next test. Keeping
the test leads connected switch the multimeter to read AC voltage. Use the electric start to turn
the motor over and check the voltage. It should be at least 10 Volts AC. I take the spark plug out
of the motor to allow the motor to crank over easier. Alternator tested out ok so moving on. It is
always good to have a known working spare. The resistance values checked out so I am moving
on. Pulse generator: For this I do a visual of the assembly and check that the advance assembly
is working by manually turning it. Next I checked the rotor surface and the pulse generator
surfaces. They needed to be cleaned and looked a little beat up rotor and pulse generator
surfaces. The wiring for the pickup where it entered the box looked a little frayed. The air gap
should be. The air gap was close to the max range of. Next I checked the continuity of the pulse
generator. I disconnected the two wires and hooked one test lead to the blue and yellow wire
and the other to the green wire coming from the pulse generator. Continuity was good and
resistance was about 27 ohms so I left the test leads on and switched the multimeter to read AC
voltage. I read like. Ignition coil : I will remove the ignition coil for the test to look at the ground
connection to the frame. The ground connections at the frame looked good so I moved on
checking the resistance of the coil using a multimeter. The resistance should be per the
diagram below. Note take off the spark plug cap when measuring the secondary resistance. The
resistance of the ignition coil was good so I put it back on and checked for spark. Conclusion:
So far everything checked out which surprised me. I thought I would have found a failed
component by now. So I decided testing for spark again. Now I had spark for the first few
revolutions but then it was gone. I decided to now check continuity of all the wires related to the
ignition system thinking there may be a break or short somewhere under the electrical tape. All
the wiring checked out ok. I stopped and thought about this for a while. The only part that I
altered was the pulse generator. It was dirty and I had to clean it and also it was at the high end
of the tolerance for the air gap. I went back to the pulse generator to take a closer look. The
pulse generator metal pickup strip was a little chewed up and the wiring going to the black box
looked a little suspect. The surface of the rotor was also a little pitted and not as pronounced in
the target area as compared to another rotor I had from an 84 ES. So I changed out the pulse
generator and rotor and installed another set out of a ES. Now I had an air gap of about. I tested
for continuity good , resistance 25 ohms , and voltage at the pulse generator and it was about. I
have checked over a few days and I have consistent spark so I think this issue is resolved.
Sometimes everything will test out ok and you can still have an issue. In this case I would
diagnose the problem as having too great of an air gap between the pulse generator and rotor
and issues with the target surfaces. Troubleshooting takes patience and logical thinking. Keep
an open mind to all possible causes even if you have hunches. This will not affect the ignition
system as far as getting spark. If the valve timing was off and the ignition system was ok it
would still provide spark but it would be at the wrong time. Recent Posts See All. Back On It.
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